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»  Today’s discussion questions: 
 

Ø What makes a body beautiful? 
Ø Is it different from what makes ���

other things beautiful? 

Ø Can we change the way ���
we think about bodily beauty? 
Ø Would we be better off ���

without bodily beauty altogether? 

We’ll explore: 

-  Competing conceptions of bodily beauty 
-  Varying standards for bodily beauty across place & time 
-  Corresponding trends for re-shaping the body 

-  How bodily beauty helps and harms us 

-  Attempts to re-examine and re-envision bodily beauty, ���
especially in fashion, cosmetics, & social media 

 



Disclaimers 
 

•  Discussions of bodily beauty can get intensely personal 

–  Since we all have bodies ourselves, ���
it’s hard to think about body aesthetics in an abstract way:  
•  each theory will seem to have some implications ���

about our own aesthetic value. 

•  These discussions also inevitably intersect with 
conversations about race, gender, size, class, ability, etc. 

–  This makes bodily beauty hard to talk about, ���
but it’s also why it’s worth serious discussion. 

–  It’s ok to acknowledge the existence ���
of a cultural attitude or narrative ���
about bodily beauty without ���
personally endorsing that view. 

 

 



Quick rundown of general theories of beauty 
 

–  Formalism 

•  Hutcheson: beauty = unity & variety 

•  Kant: “free” beauty = when forms stimulate ���
the free play of our understanding & imagination 

•  Functionalism: beauty = when something has ���
the perfect form for its function/purpose 
– Kant’s “dependent beauty” 

•  Bell: beauty = “significant form” 

–  Sentimentalism 
•  Hume: beauty = what qualified judges of taste ���

deem beautiful 

•  Hedonism: beauty = what gives us aesthetic pleasure 

 
 

 



Competing conceptions of bodily beauty 
 

 

•  Beauty = Expression of Excellent Character  
–  Ancient Greek concept of kalókagatheia ���

(‘the good & the beautiful’) assumes that ���
beautiful bodies correspond with beautiful souls. 

–  “…there pierces through the countenance of a man, ���
through the very posture of his body as he stands���
or moves, a glimpse of his nobility and freedom, ���
or again of something in him low and groveling ���
— the calm of self-restraint, and wisdom, or the 
swagger of insolence & vulgarity.” (Socrates, ~371 B.C.) 

–  “ …if someone’s soul has a fine and beautiful character 
and his body matches it in beauty and is thus ���
in harmony with it . . . Wouldn’t that be the most 
beautiful sight for anyone who has eyes to see?”���
 (Plato, ~380 B.C.) 

 
 

 



 

Beauty = Expression of ���
Excellent Character (cont.) 
 

•  Beauty is a manifestation of morality 

•  “Beauty and ugliness have a ���
strict connection with the���
moral constitution of Man.���
In proportion as he is morally good,  ���
he is handsome; and ugly, ���
in proportion as he is morally bad.” ���
(Johann Kaspar Lavater, 1798) 

•  The ideal of beauty ���
in the human figure  ���
“consists in the expression of���
 the moral…made visible, ���
as it were, in bodily expression���
 (as an effect of what is inward)” ���
(Kant, 1790) 

 
	  

 







Beauty = Expression of Excellent Character (cont.) 

•  This view makes bodily beauty ultimately ���
an assessment of non-aesthetic value (namely, moral value). 

–  Can the beauty of other things be explained in the same way? 

 
	  

 



Beauty = Expression of Excellent Character (cont.) 

•  This view makes bodily beauty ultimately ���
an assessment of non-aesthetic value (namely, moral value). 

–  Can the beauty of other things be explained in the same way? 

 
	  

 



Beauty = Expression of Excellent Character (cont.) 

•  Sacrifice of descriptive adequacy for normative satisfaction: 

–  A descriptively adequate theory of bodily beauty���
correctly captures/explains what kind of bodies ���
are judged to be beautiful (it gets the facts right) 

Ø If we can come up with counterexamples to this theory 
(beautiful people with bad character, ���
not-beautiful people with excellent character), ���
then the theory is descriptively flawed. 

»  https://bit.ly/2GwWes9 

–  A normatively satisfactory theory of bodily beauty ���
explains beauty in the way that it ideally ought to be ���
(it satisfies our hopes/desires) 

•  Does this view describe beauty the way we’d like it to work? 

 

 
	  

 



Beauty = Expression of ���
Excellent Character (cont.) 

 

 

•  It’s hard to explain ���
how character (an abstract, ���
non-physical thing) ���
is supposed to become ���
visible in the physical body. 

–  Some “magical thinking” ���
is required. 

–  We’ll revisit this later. 

•  Possible equivocation ���
(use of ambiguous language) 
between ���
1) perception of beauty���
2) positive assessment���
    of personality	  

 
	  

 



Competing conceptions of bodily beauty 
 

•  Beauty = the appearance of Health, ���
Vigor, Maximum Functionality 

–  Functionalism applied to bodies 

•  the “beauty of every figure is measured ���
from the perfection of Nature in the just���
adapting of every limb and proportion to���
the activity, strength, dexterity, life and vigor ���
of the particular species or animal designed” ���
(Shaftesbury, 1711) 

 



Beauty = the appearance of Health, ���
Vigor, Maximum Functionality (cont.) 
 

•  Many conventional markers of bodily beauty ���
(facial symmetry, clear unblemished skin, shiny hair, ���
waist-to-hip ratio, muscularity) function as (only somewhat 
reliable, sex-specific) signals of health, youth, & fertility 

 

 



Beauty = the appearance of Health, ���
Vigor, Maximum Functionality (cont.) 
 

•  Potentially reduces “beauty” ���
to “sexual attractiveness”, ���
if “functionality” is interpreted ���
in a reproductive sense 

–  Often used to position ���
hypermasculine & hyperfeminine ���
body types as the ideals ���
for bodily beauty; ���
biased against androgyny 

•  Attributing these sex-specific ideals ���
to “natural”, biology-driven preferences ���
is a convenient way to entrench ���
societal norms about gender presentation 

 

 







Beauty = the appearance of Health, ���
Vigor, Maximum Functionality (cont.) 
 

•  Problematically ableist: ���
discriminatory against people with ���
disabilities and/or chronic illnesses 

–  “…in the case of human beings, ���
deformities (e.g. missing limbs or ���
decaying teeth) might preclude a judgment ���
that a human being is beautiful” ���
(Zuckert, interpreting Kant) 

•  Potentially objectifies persons���
by focusing on their bodily utility ���
(more on this later) 

Ø Descriptively promising, ���
normatively not so much 

 
 

 

 







Competing conceptions of bodily beauty 
 

•  Beauty = Averageness of Human Appearance 

–  “…[I]f the mind is engaged upon comparisons, ���
we may well suppose that it can…superimpose ���
as it were one image upon another, and from the 
coincidence of a number of the same kind arrive at���
a mean contour which serves as a common standard ���
for all…presented in concreto in a model image”���
 (Kant, 1790) 

•  i.e., the standard of bodily beauty ���
is generated by mentally averaging ���
all the bodies we have seen 

– E.g., beautiful faces have proportions ���
and shapes that are in the middle ���
of the range for human faces 

  

 



Beauty = Averageness of Human Appearance 

•  Empirical support: ���
Composites of many faces���
 are judged more beautiful ���
than the original faces ���
(Langlois et al. 1990),  

•  and some beautiful people ���
have facial proportions ���
similar to these composites 

–  …but these composites have���
smooth skin & symmetrical faces, ���
so this finding can be interpreted ���
in favor of the Beauty = Health ���
theory as well 

 
  

 













Beauty = Averageness of Human Appearance 
 

•  Preference for average appearances ���
doesn’t explain changes in ���
fashionable body types over time, ���
favoring various extremes 

 
  

 



Beauty = Averageness of Human Appearance 

•  Preference for average appearances ���
doesn’t explain changes in ���
fashionable body types over time, ���
favoring various extremes 

•  Averageness may pass ���
a threshold for “good” looks, ���
but may fall short of beauty 

–  Exaggerated features can also ���
contribute to beauty 

•  Also potentially ableist / discriminatory, ���
since it identifies beauty with “normal” ���
rather than deviant/unusual appearances 

 
  

 







Parsons’ view of bodily beauty: 
 

1.  “one specific sort of aesthetic merit among many, ���
distinguished from other sorts by hallmarks like���
clarity, order, proportion, and harmony” 

-  Contrasted with other non-beauty forms of aesthetic merit: 
“being moving, striking, dramatic, shocking, and so on”  

-  Sounds pretty formalist, right? 

2.  “pleasing perfection” / flawlessness 
-  “…when we admire the beauty of the body, ���

what we admire is its meeting or approaching ���
some ideal which we hold for the human form.” 

-  “my account holds that X is beautiful to S if, and only if,���
 the experience of X is pleasurable in virtue of the fact that ���
S believes that X couldn’t possibly be better than it is. “ (2)  

 



Merits of Parsons’ definition: 
 

1.  This definition “does not identify ���
beauty with any one specific feature, ���
such as harmonious proportion. 

-   As a result, it can account for ���
the variation of judgments of bodily beauty���
made in different cultures through the ���
existence of differing ideas of perfection…” (2) 

 



 

 Merits of Parsons’ definition (cont.) 
 

2.  Aligns with everyday talk ���
about beauty; descriptively strong 

-  “The pursuit of physical perfection and 
the approximation to an ideal ���
is indisputably a central dimension ���
of our concern with beauty ���
in the human form, 
-  and it is precisely this concern ���

with perfection that generates ���
much of the unease that ���
surrounds the concept.” (2) 

3.  Marks beauty as an exclusionary, 
elite status – a loaded phenomenon 
-  Recognizes beauty as ���

an achievement for which ���
people are honored & rewarded 

 



Merits of Parsons’ definition (cont.) 
 

4.  Neutral with respect to where the 
ideal of bodily perfection comes from ���
(i.e., biology, social indoctrination, ���
some combination of the two). 

–  Open to the possibility that the 
image(s) of bodily perfection we 
learn are tool of social control 

–  Naomi Wolf’s The Beauty Myth: ���
the beauty standards to which women ���
are held are devised to keep them 
subjugated: http://bit.ly/2HslZd6 ���
 

–  Foucault: societies exert “biopower”���
 to produce “docile bodies”, ���
citizens who willingly shape themselves ���
to fit the mold that society requires 

 



Problems with Parsons’ definition: 
 

-  The relevant idea of perfection 
must be awfully broad  

-  So-called “flaws” can be 
absolutely beautiful  

-  Perfection can be boring	  

 



How beauty harms us 

Parsons recounts the ���
“Apple of Eris” myth as ���
an example of beauty’s 
 

•  “explosive incitement of ���
jealousy and desire, 

•   its tendency to elicit venality ���
and raw self-interest ���
(everyone in the affair ���
engages in some form of ���
bribery or corruption), 

•   its capacity to rip apart ���
the carefully woven fabric ���
of human social relations.” (3) 

 



•  “…modern values and ideals have produced���
 new worries about beauty … [which] can be boiled down, ���
ultimately, to two characteristically modern concerns.  

–  ” The first of these is injustice, and specifically the unjustly 
preferential treatment received by the beautiful.  

 
 

Ø  Much empirical research has demonstrated���
 the existence of the so-called “halo effect,” ���
or the “beautiful is good” stereotype: ���
beautiful people are generally perceived as better people ���
in aspects apart from physical appearance. 

•  Thus, people who are physically attractive 
are thought to be more intelligent, ���
more trustworthy, better leaders, and so on, 
and are treated accordingly ���
(Jackson et al. 1995).” (3) 

 



The Halo Effect (cont.) 
 

–  “Interestingly, these effects persist even when the perceiver ���
is familiar with, and has prior information about, ���
the person in question (Langlois et al. 2000, 400). 
•  …this is true even of teachers’ judgments ���

of their pupils (Clifford & Walter 1973).” 

•  “The term ‘lookism’ has been coined ���
to suggest an analogy to other odious forms ���
of discrimination, such as sexism and racism.  

–  That certain people earn more, get promoted, ���
and even receive lighter sentences from the justice system���
 just because they are more physically attractive, ���
seems as arbitrary and objectionable as certain people���
 having these privileges because they are white or male.  
•  …there have been calls for preventative anti-lookism laws, ���

on the grounds that freedom from discrimination due to ���
physical appearance is a human rights issue (Rhode 2010).” (3)  

 



The Halo Effect (cont.) 

•  “But the harms caused by the halo effect 
are not restricted to such differential 
treatment of the less attractive by others, ���
for people often harm themselves ���
in pursuing beauty. 

–  Here lie many scourges of modern life, ���
such as the charlatanry of the diet ���
and cosmetics industries, ���
the dangers of cosmetic surgery,���
and tremendous expenses of time and effort 
spent on improving physical appearance.” (4)  

 





https://bit.ly/2IreNhE 



How beauty harms us (cont.) 
 

•  “The story so far suggests that ���
beauty is a scourge for those ���
who lack this golden gift, ���
but that is only one side of the story.  

•  For there seems, to many, ���
to be something inherently ���
problematic about having ���
beauty as well lacking it.  

•  …The idea here is that the beauty of an individual ���
is a matter of her physical appearance, ���
which is distinct from how she is as a person. 

– Hence, problems arise when our treatment of persons 
rests on their beauty: for then we do not treat them 
based on how they are as persons.” (4-5) 

 



•  “Seen in this way, beauty can be thought of not so much as a ���
magical light that shines out of a person, but a light that goes 
before her, eclipsing her, and distorting her personal relations with 
others, even the most intimate ones, such as romantic love.” (5) 

•  e.g.: inventor Hedy Lamarr ���
“patented an idea [frequency-hopping] 
that became the crutch of both secure 
military communications and mobile 
phone technology” (and later, WiFi) ���
– but her brilliance was rarely 
appreciated by those who were 
mesmerized by her appearance 

Ø “My beauty is my curse” 

•  In other words, beauty makes people vulnerable to 
objectification: being treated more like an inanimate object ���
than a person with thoughts, feelings, and autonomy. 

 



“What, after all, is any good about beauty in human beings?  
•  To what can we point as countervailing the harms���

already described? 

» No doubt much pleasure is taken in gazing on ���
beautiful persons, whether they are our romantic 
partners, potential romantic partners, or just strangers.  

» But this is a rather flimsy counterweight ���
to offer against systematic injustice and ���
abnegations of personal identity. 

•  It seems hard to resist the conclusion that, overall, ���
bodily beauty is a kind of evil in human life, ���
rather than a good. 

–  Like the Apple of Eris, it seems to be not the exciting gift it first appears, 
but a curse that we would be wise to escape, if we can.” (5) 

 



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  Could we eliminate the harms of beauty ���
by changing our understanding of it? 

» Parsons presents a proposal by Naomi Wolf: 
•  Suggesting that beauty needs “reinterpretation,”  ���

Wolf urges us to adopt a new “prowoman ���
definition of beauty,” one that “admits radiance: ���
light coming out of the face and the body, ���
rather than a spotlight on the body, ���
dimming the self” (1990, 291).  

–  What will this new form of beauty be like? Wolf writes:  

•  …We begin to see other women’s faces and bodies for themselves���
…We catch our breath when we see a woman laughing. ���
We cheer inside when we see a woman walk proud. ���
We smile in the mirror, watch the line form at the corners of our eyes, ���
and, pleased with what we are making, smile again. (1990, 288)” (5) 

 



 

•  “One idea that is obviously central in [Wolf’s] remarks ���
is a turn toward a person’s inner beauty���
—the beauty of her character, or…her soul. 

•  But the idea is not that we simply ignore our bodies: 
this would not be a reform of physical beauty ���
but simply a rejection of it.  

•  A more sympathetic interpretation is that we should 
somehow perceive the beauty of the soul in the body.  

Ø  …But how does the soul ���
‘come out of the face and the body’?” (6) 

» Wolf’s view is a return to an old idea: ���
Beauty = Expression of Excellent Character 

•  As such, it is vulnerable to the same 
objections as that theory. 

 



A Charitable Reading of Wolf’s Beauty Proposal 
 

 

•  One strategy for defense:���
“…we may draw a distinction between two kinds ���
of bodily features: expressive and non-expressive.  

–  Some bodily features, such as facial configuration, ���
convey to us, powerfully and immediately, the mental state ���
of a person. They are expressive of character or soul.  

•  “Facial configurations…, ���
a particular way of smiling, ���
a certain manner of walking, a slouching posture, ���
a gentle and easy manner of movement. 

•  When we perceive these bodily features, ���
we are, in a sense, seeing an aspect of the soul, ���
the inner life of the person, manifest in the body.” ���
(6)  

 



A Charitable Reading of Wolf’s Beauty Proposal (cont.) 

–  “…In contrast, non-expressive features, ���
such as the shape of a man’s shoulders (as opposed to ���
the way he holds them) or the sheen of a woman’s hair, ���
do not communicate mental states in this same way.  

•  I suggest we construe Wolf’s call to reform beauty as ���
a call to stop attending to the non- expressive aspects 
of our bodies, those that do not reveal the “self” inside. 

•  ….The idea, then, is to attend to ���
those features that express our character, ���
such as facial expressions and bodily mannerisms. 

•   We are to stop fretting about features such as 
eye color, hair, skin, and body shape, which have 
traditionally been the focus of admiration, for 
these bodily features are expressively inert.” (6) 

 



Parsons defends Wolf’s Beauty Proposal ���
as normatively preferable: 
 

•  “…this shift would indeed address ���
the various problems caused by ���
our current attention to the beauty ���
of the non-expressive features of the body.  

–  The injustices generated by beauty are, ���
in part, a function of its being inequitably distributed: ���
bodily perfections are given to some but not all.  

–  But beauty of soul is attainable, in principle, if not by all, 
then far more widely than beauty of the body.  

•  More importantly, since this beauty pertains to character, 
treatment of another on the basis of this beauty ���
would not be treatment on the basis of a trait that is 
irrelevant to her capacities, as race or gender is.” (6) 

 



Problems with Wolf’s Beauty Proposal  (cont.) 
 

 

•  Some people’s bodies ���
decidedly do not express ���
who they believe themselves to be 
–  Expressive features fall short ���

of conveying facets of identity ���
that people care to display 

•  Voluntary actions are more reflective of character ���
than involuntary bodily expressions 

–  Parsons counters that “natural expression can be said ���
to be more truly revelatory of soul than action… ���
[because] in expressive action, we see what a person can 
do, whereas in natural expression, we see what she is like.” 

•  Thoughts? 

 



Problems with Wolf’s Beauty Proposal (cont.)  
 

•  “expressive features and non-expressive ones���
 are thoroughly blended together in the body” 

–  “For instance, a gentle look (an expressive feature) ���
and a vivid color (a non-expressive feature) are both located ���
in the eyes: to see the gentle look is to see the vivid color.  

•  But how then are we to look at, and take pleasure in, ���
the gentle look but not the vivid color?  

•  In this light, the current proposal sounds like the command: 
look at, and take pleasure in, the movement of these objects, 
but not their shapes.  

•  We may wonder whether this is psychologically possible, ���
for surely our attention to and enjoyment of one set of qualities 
will naturally spill over into attention to, and enjoyment of, ���
the overlapping set.  

–  But as difficult as it may be to imagine…it does not seem 
psychologically impossible,” says Parsons (9)  

 
 

 



Problems with Wolf’s Beauty Proposal (cont.) 
 

•  “Non-expressive” features can express people’s ���
self-styling choices 

–  Parsons thinks finding beauty in “optional ���
and voluntary” self-expression through body-styling ���
is just as “problematic as traditional beauty has been,” 

– because “once labor-involving bodily expression ���
of this kind is recognized as revelatory of soul, ���
those who do not cultivate the body in this way will be 
generally ‘read’ as exhibiting negative character traits.  

» This is already the case with obesity, ���
and (particularly for women) a lack of concern ���
with appearance: these are read as indicative of 
negative character traits (laziness, eccentricity, ���
lack of interest in social norms, and so on).” (7)  

 





 

•  Parsons is right that it’s problematic to think that ���
people’s self-styling choices reflect their soul, 
–  but he should also recognize that it’s problematic to think that 

people’s natural appearances reflect their souls. 

•  Existentialist philosophers reject the idea of a soul ���
that dictates what kind of person we are. 
– Instead, they believe we are the sum of our actions. 

•  “…man commits himself, ���
draws his own portrait and there is 
nothing but that portrait.” (Sartre, 1944) 

•  On this view, voluntary self-styling 
contributes to the continual 
development of our identity ���
through our choices. 

 



What would the world be like ���
if we adopted Wolf’s Beauty Proposal? 
 

•  Parsons proposes a thought experiment: a community of 
Merrickites, for whom “the idea of finding pleasure in the 
perfection of these aspects of human form is repugnant…”  

•  …imagine that people in this world are acculturated ���
in a society that is acutely sensitive to the social ills 
generated by bodily beauty, so that they are ���
simply unable to find pleasure there.  
– They seem to have truly achieved what Wolf describes as 

“a life in the body that is not value-laden” (1990, 290).  

•  In this world “no one is judged or admired ���
based on the comeliness of their bodily form, ���
but only on the worth of their actions,���
 and by the beauty of character manifest in the 
expressive aspects of their bodily form.” (9) 

 



Thought Experiment: The Merrickites 
 

•  “…the people in this world ���
are not blind to non- expressive 
physical features: they can tell, and 
sometimes notice, that certain bodies 
are, by given criteria, perfect, ���
or more perfect than others.  
–  …However, they accord ���

no greater value to those bodies ���
on that account.  

–  Another way to put it is that people 
can understand and perceive bodily 
perfection, as we do, but they do 
not believe that bodily perfection is 
a good thing. It simply fails to move 
them. They reject the ideals for the 
human body that we accept.” (9-10)  

 



Thought Experiment: The Merrickites (cont.) 
 

•  “…Is this world, as beauty’s reformers ���
might urge, a better world than our own? ���
Is it the world that we want?  

–  Here we should remember that, ���
putting no stock in physical perfection, ���
the Merrickites do not experience the many 
harms we documented earlier: they do not 
experience the “halo effect,” for instance.  

•  We also cannot say that in treating ���
each other in virtue of bodily beauty ���
they fail to treat one another as persons.  

•  Neither do Merrickites suffer the 
anguished pursuit of perfect appearances; 
the images of physical perfection that so 
beguile us do not move them.” (10)  

 



Thought Experiment: The Merrickites (cont.) 
 

•  “…might there be there some flaw hidden ���
in the fabric of the Merrickites’ lives?  

–  One worry that we are apt to have about the Merrickites ���
is that their freedom has been somehow compromised. ���
We might see them as having been indoctrinated with ���
an ideology that has shaped their behavior in an unnatural way.”  

•  “…We can imagine that the Merrickites ���
have come to find non-expressive bodily 
beauty worthless, not from indoctrination, ���
but through a typical process of moral 
evolution, as happened with social attitudes ���
to slavery or sexual harassment.” (10) 

•  Parsons isn’t really bothered by ���
the idea that the Merrickites aren’t free 
to appreciate beauty as they please. 

 



Thought Experiment: The Merrickites (cont.) 
 

•  “…we might still hesitate about them ���
on the grounds that they are overly prudish.  

–  But the Merrickites’ rejection of bodily beauty need not ���
make them prudes: we can imagine that they are capable of 
sexual arousal and enjoy all of the sexual activities we do.  

•  …The key difference from us, ���
in terms of sexuality, is that���
 they are not aroused by beautiful ���
(i.e. perfect) human forms, ���
for such features leave them cold.  

– But since sexuality is so clearly ���
a matter of more than bodily beauty, ���
this by no means entails that the Merrickites ���
must fail to have satisfying or ‘liberated’ ���
sexual lives.” (11)  

 

meh 



Thought Experiment: The Merrickites (cont.) 
 
•  “We should also note that ���

…they are capable of aesthetically ���
appreciating bodies as well.  

–  For instance, they might take pleasure���
in certain bodies as humorous, ���
in some as interesting, and in others ���
as powerfully or shockingly expressive ���
(highly tattooed or pierced bodies, ���
for instance). 

–  What they fail to take pleasure in, ���
so far as bodies go, is merely their perfection. ���
This form of aesthetic merit they do not recognize���
in the body.” (11)  

 



Thought Experiment: The Merrickites (cont.) 

•  “But though the Merrickites can take such pleasures ���
in their bodies, …achieving physical perfection ���
(i.e. beauty) in their non-expressive bodily features ���
simply does not matter to them.  

– And this lack of concern might worry us: ���
indeed, we might see it as entailing a kind of 
pathological self-disregard.  

– But the Merrickites need not be wholly unconcerned 
about their bodies, or neglectful of them: ���
we can imagine that they care about, and want, 
decent bodies, just not perfect ones.  

– …They have certain needs and desires: they want to 
walk, work, have sex, eat, communicate, and so on. ���
A body must be good enough to do these things, but 
beyond this the Merrickites are unconcerned.” (11) 

 



Thought Experiment: The Merrickites (cont.) 

•  Parsons does think there is “a lacuna in the Merrickites’ thinking” 
when it comes to their “disregard for the perfection of the body” 

•  “…More [bodily perfection] will lead to ���
a greater satisfaction of the needs in question: ���
longer survival, and greater autonomy and independence.  

•  “No matter how ardently the Merrickites insist 
that, beyond a certain threshold, the quality of ���
the body is irrelevant to their needs, it will remain 
directly relevant to the basic needs of health, 
survival, and autonomy, given that they are 
physical creatures, living in a physical world.” 

– “…insist as they will that physical perfection never 
matters, the Merrickites will still desire it, or at least, ���
we can say that they will still have strong grounds ���
for desiring it.” (12-13) 

 



Thought Experiment: The Merrickites (cont.) 
 

 

Parsons concludes that 
•  “the Merrickites’ way of life is flawed, ���

and would be unacceptable to us, because it aims at an ideal���
— a world where perfecting the physical body does not matter —
that is impossible for us to conceive coherently.” 

–  He thinks his analysis ���
of the thought experiment ���
“establishes the ineliminability ���
of bodily beauty consisting in ���
certain physical qualities���
—those thought to be associated ���
with health, survival, & autonomy”  

–  …a pursuit of bodily beauty —a concern with some kind ���
of perfection in the body—is, in the long run, ���
an unavoidable part of human experience.“ (13) 

 



Thought Experiment: The Merrickites (cont.) 
 

 

•  However, Parson equivocates between ���
two notions of bodily perfection: ���
maximal functioning & maximal visual appeal. 

–  If the Merrickites care about survival and 
autonomy, they can certainly value fitness, 
wellness, etc. without putting excessive stock ���
in the external manifestation of these traits. 

•  So the necessity of valuing bodily perfection 
doesn’t establish the necessity of valuing 
bodily beauty. 

» This suggests that ���
Parsons’ definition of bodily beauty 
as “pleasing perfection” is flawed, 
since perfection & beauty ���
can come apart 

 

 



Remaining Problems with the Merrickites 
 

•  Perhaps the Merrickites miss out on a form of value ���
if they never get to enjoy feeling beautiful themselves. 

–  One can recognize that���
 beauty is worthy of pride ���
without developing ���
an obsession with it ���
that overrides their other ���
concerns and interests. 

–  Despite the perils of caring ���
about one’s own appearance, ���
there’s something deeply gratifying ���
about feeling beautiful that the Merrickites ���
would not be able to experience. 

 



Remaining Problems with the Merrickites 

•  The Merrickites would be incapable of ���
appreciating some art forms, e.g. classical ballet 

 



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  Wolf’s Beauty Proposal has some downsides.���
Do other attempts to redefine bodily beauty fare better? 

–  Hierarchy-flipping (rather than egalitarian)  

 

 





 

 

Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  Inclusive design & sizing 
	  



 

 



 

 



 

 

Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  @effyourbeautystandards 
	  



 

 

Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 
 

•  Selective “effing” of beauty standards? 

-  Some images are simultaneously 
subversive & highly conformist 

-  Is this strategic, or is it a failure ���
to truly challenge beauty norms? 

 
	  



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
•  “Body-Positive Activists” 

 



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
•  “Brawn Models” 

 



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  Does someone ���
with a plain face ���
get to be a symbol���
of body positivity? 

•  What about ���
someone without ���
an hourglass figure? 

 



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  Commercial “appropriation” of body positivity? 

 



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  Representation (@mynameisjessamyn) 
 

 



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  CoverGirl Ad: “I am what I make up” 
•  #vitiligobeauty 

 

 



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  Rejecting “fashion proportions” 
 

 



 

 



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  tracingrealbodymodels.com 
 

 



Re-Envisioning Bodily Beauty 
 

•  “Realistic” mannequins 
 

 






